
GBS Social Study , 13 week Activity

ACTIVITY Q No Questions

Exercise 13 1 Why does the region receive dry winds?

15th/6 2 Name the people who live on the slopes of Mt Moroto?

3 Suggest the economic activity for the people who live on the slopes of Mt Moroto?

4 How can the government help to resettle the Karimojong?

5 Identify other Mountains in Uganda?

6 . Identify tourist attractions on the Mountains in Uganda?

Exercise 14 1 What is a Rift Valley?

16th/6 2 What are escarpments?

3 How do escarpments hinder development?

4 Which arm of the Rift Valley crosses Uganda?

5 Mention countries crossed by the Western Arm?

6 . State the process by which a Rift Valley was formed?

Exercise 15 1 Name the lakes within the Rift Valley in Uganda?

17th/6 2 Mention the economic activities within the rift Valley in Uganda?

3 Point out some minerals mined within the Rift Valley in Uganda?

4 Why do rift valleys experience high temperatures?

5 What is drainage system?

Exercise 16 1 Mention examples of water bodies in Uganda?

18th/6 2 Identify the types of lakes in Uganda?

3 What is a Lava dammed lake and give examples?

4 State the process by which depression lakes were formed?

5 Point out the characteristics of depression lakes?

6 Why do depression lakes have a swampy surrounding?

Exercise 17 1 Explain why L. Albert is not salty yet it is in the Rift Valley?

19th/6 2 Why isn’t there fishing in lake Katwe?

3 Identify rift Valley lakes in Uganda?

4 What is the deepest lake in Uganda?

5 Why is the above lake the deepest yet it is a volcanic lake?

6 How are lagoon lakes formed?

Exercise 18 1 Point out problems faced by lakes in Uganda?

20th/6 2 Mention the problems people who live near lakes face?

3 . Identify the dangers of the water hyacinth?

4 State the importance of the water hyacinth?

5 How can the government over come the problem of water hyacinth?

6 Why is there a variety of fish types in L.Edward and George?

7 What water passage joins L. Edward to L.George?

8 How is L. Edward related to L. George?

9 Why is there a large population around L. Victoria?
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